We embed a rst order theory with equality in the Pure Type System L that is a subsystem of the well-known type system PRED2. The embedding is based on the Curry-Howard forwardly. We give a syntactic proof for the equivalence between derivability in the logic and inhabitance in L. The idea of the proof is to introduce extra reduction steps, that reduce those proofterms that do not correspond to derivations in the logic to ones that do correspond to derivations in the logic.
Introduction
Many logics can be interpreted in type systems. For instance Implicational Propositional Logic can be interpreted in ! . In Ber89], Berardi designed a type system ( PRED!) in which Minimal Higher Order Many Sorted Intuitionistic Predicate Logic (PRED!) can be interpreted, as worked out ingreat detail in TF92]. All these interpretations are based on the Curry- Howard-isomorphism How80] .
In this paper we focus on the interpretation in type theory of a rst order theory with equality. We interpret this theory, which is a subsystem of second order predicate logic (PRED2), in a Pure Type System that is a subsystem of PRED2. The interpretation uses the correspondence between ? ? ? > and 8 on the logical side with ! and on the type theoretic side (i.e. 8-Introduction coincides with -Introduction, etc.). The derivation rules for equality do not have their counterpart in the type system. This means that { assuming that we have binary relation symbols eq A of type A ! A ! p in the logic | we should add proofterms (variables) re A and subst A to capture the inference rules on equality (see Table 1 .2 on page 4): re A : x:A: (eq A x x)
(1) subst A : x; y:A: P :A ! p : (P x) ! (eq A x y) ! P y (2) However, this raises a question: the intended meaning of the universal quanti cation over P in subst A is to quantify over interpretations of expressable properties (formulas with a hole in it, see De nition 1.1). Only if the variable P in the type of subst A is instantiated with the interpretation of such an expresssable property there is a natural correspondence between derivations for in the logic on the one hand and inhabitants of the corresponding type on the other hand. Such a correspondence is interesting because it means that inhabitance in the type system implies derivability in the logic | namely, the inhabitant itself encodes a derivation in the logic.
In general, however, we can instantiate P with a term that is not of the required form.
We can but we don't have to. In other words: each -term that does not correspond to a derivation can be replaced by another -term (of the same type) that does correspond to a derivation. Thus, giving the conservativity of L over the fragment that corresponds to the logic.
In this paper the conservativity of a type system over the fragment that corresponds to a rst order theory with equality is proved for a rather arti cial type system ( L) which was actually designed to capture this problem. That is, it is just strong enough to enable the formation of types P :A! p : P a ! P b used for the encoding of equality, and it is (almost) the weakest type system (PTS) with this property. We expect, however, that the ideas of the proof apply to a large variety of type systems. In Sel96] we give the criterion (for PTS's) which should be ful lled in order to apply the ideas of the proof. This criterion is ful lled for all type systems of the logic cube Geu93].
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 1 we introduce the rst order theory and its accompanying proof theory. Then, in Section 2, the Pure Type System L is introduced. We assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of Pure Type Systems (PTS's). The mapping from formulas to types is given in Section 3. Furthermore this section contains some elementairy properties of the mapping.
Then, in Section 4, we introduce L -and L -reductions. This new reductions give rise to so-called super normal forms, which directly correspond to derivations in the logic. The main di culty is to show that L -reduction normalises. This normalisation is proved by associating a complexity (M) to -term M and show that this complexity decreases with respect to some well-founded ordering after each L -reduction step.
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Signatures, terms and formulas
In this section we introduce the rst order logic with equality.
Let S be a non-empty nite set of sorts (set symbols) and let S ? be the set of words over S. An S-sorted signature is a family of sets h w;s j w 2 S ? ; s 2 S i such that the w;s are pairwise disjoint. f 2 w;s is called a function symbol with domain w and co-domain s. If w " then f is called a constant. We write s for S w2S ? w;s . It is convenient to denote signatures by enumerating its function symbols and add the domain and codomain of each function symbol in a superscript. Thus, h: : : ; f w;s ; : : :i denotes a signature containing a function symbol f 2 w;s . Troughout this section, assume that is an S-sorted signature.
We assume that, for every sort s, we have an in nite set V s of variables at our disposal.
All these sets are assumed to be pairwise disjoint. We write V De nition 1.4. The set Fv(D) of free variables of derivation D is de ned by induction over the structure of D:
Fv( P P P P P P P
The following proposition states that we can restrict the use of the substitution rule to atomic formulas. The contribution of this proposition is that the idea of L -reduction (see Section 4) is actually the \type-theoretic version" of the transformation presented in the proof of 1.5. Lemma 1.5. Substitution can be restricted to atomic formulas. Id est, the substitution rule of The applications of the substitution rule, marked with a ( ), are either on an atomic formula or replaceble (by the induction hypothesis) by a derivation of the right shape. A similar argument holds for universaly quanti ed formulas.
A PTS for Leibniz equality
In this section we introduce the Pure Type System L and prove some meta results of this PTS. Then, in Section 3, we de ne a mapping f g that maps terms, formulas and derivations of the logic introduced in Section 1, to terms of L. The system L is designed such that it is just strong enough to allow this mapping. It might help the reader to take a brief look at the rst part of Section 3, where the mapping is introduced, before reading this section.
We give a short intuition behind the sorts, axioms and rules of the PTS-speci cation for L. (ii) v x. fDg Dt 7 ?! fDgftg We mentioned before that ftg and f g are normal forms, for all t 2 T ( ) and for all 2 F( ). A term M, which is not in normal form, is never of the form ftg. However, we want to view M as a representation for t 2 T ( ) whenever M = ftg. And also, we want to view M as a representation for 2 F( ) whenever M = f g. Therefore the sets fT ( )g and fF( )g of terms that are -convertible to a representation of a term or a formula respectively will play a more important role than fT ( )g and fF( )g.
Let ?`M : . In the sequel we will see that M = fDg =) 2 fF( )g and that the converse does not hold. -Introduction. Impossible, product types are not -convertible with sorts. Here the proofterm P : v P is a simple -expansion of v f P P P P P P P P P P (t 1 s = t 2 )g.
More complex examples of normal forms that are not the interpretation of a derivation contain what we will call L -redexes or L -redexes. These are redexes that are interweaved with an application of Leibniz equality. We come back to this in the next section.
In informal explanations of the di erent concepts we sometimes use PRED2 denotations instead of L denotations | using that L PRED2 = PRED2 | in order to improve the readability. 
Proof. Easy. Since the left-hand-side of (5) does not depend on term a we also have that Proof. By a straightforward calculation.
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In practice, we will always choose a valuation # such that #(sym s ) = for all s 2 S.
In that case we have that Proof. ?`P : fsg ! p : 4 so by Lemma 2.10 we have that P 2 V V : T : T. If P 2 V then ?`} P h : P ft 2 g with P ft 2 g not -convertible with a product type (by Lemma 2.3). This contradicts the assumption that } P h can be applied to , so P 2 V : T : T, say P n:A: B. Then, ?`} P h : B n := ft 2 g] and for the same reason as in the previous case Nf(B n := ft 2 g]) is a product type. Hence Nf(B) is, according to 2.11, itself is a product type, so we are done. where ? ( ) + ?; M: and M 2 V. From De nition 3.6 it follows that Nf( ) f g. Now M f P P P P P P P P P P g and P P P P P P P P P P proves ` .
M is built from Weakening. G 1 is not an abstraction either. Assume that G 1 is an application, say G 2 a 2 and so on. We end up with a nite sequence of applications G n a n a 1 such that G n is a variable (n 1). From De nition 3.1 it follows that G n H ' for some ' 2 . We distinguish between four cases: { n < /('). Write C j for the type of G n a n a j in ? ( ) + , for all 0 j n + 1, then (a 0 a) ? ( ) +`G n : C n+1 ? ( ) +`F : C 1 ? ( ) +`F a : C 0
We show by downwards induction that C j 2 fF( )g , i.e. there exists a formula j , such that Nf(C j ) f j g, and such that there is a proof tree D j for ` j for all n + 1 j 0. For j = n + 1 this holds: Nf(C n+1 ) f'g and P P P P P P P P P P ' proves `'. Assume that C j+1 2 fF( )g , say Nf(C j+1 ) f j+1 g and D j proves ` j+1 for some proof tree D j+1 . We make a case distinction on j+1 . that /(') = n ? j and hence n < n ? j contradicting j 0.
This nishes the induction step. We conclude that D j proves ` j for all 0 j n + 1. In particular D 0 proves ` 0 which is what we had to prove because 0 .
{ n = /('). Now ? ( ) +`G n a n a 1 : ft 1 s = t 2 g for some t 1 ; t 2 2 T s ( ). f g = B y := a] = aft 1 g ! aft 2 g so aft 1 g ! aft 2 g 2 fF( )g . From Lemma 3.16 it follows that aft 1 g; aft 2 g 2 fF( )g . By Lemma 3.12 we have that afxg 2 fF( )g for any arbitrary fresh variable x 2 V s . Suppose Nf(afx s g) f g, with 2 F( 5 Actually, those type systems that are implemented, are much stronger than L, so the here presented results are only a rst step to a justi cation of this approach
